In a previous paper we characterized unilevel block˛-circulants A D OEA s ˛r n 1 r;sD0 ,
Introduction
We consider .k C 1/-level block matrices where the first k levels are circulant with orders n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n k 2 and the entries in the .k C 1/-st level are arbitrary d 1 d 2 matrices with d 1 , d 2 1. The systematic study of multilevel matrices was initiated by Voevodin and Tyrtyshnikov in the Russian publication [11] , and in the English mathematical literature by Tyrtyshnikov [9, 10] .
If p 2 is an integer, let Z p D f0; 1; : : : ; p 1g. Suppose n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n k are integers 2 and let M n D Z n 1 Z n 2 Z n k :
We denote members of M n by r D .r 1 ; r 2 ; : : : ; r k /, s D . (1) Following Tyrtyshnikov, we call members of M n multiindices. Henceforth it is be understood that multiindices are ordered lexicographically; i.e., r D s if r j D s j , 1 Ä j Ä k; r s (which we also write as s r ) if r 1 < s 1 If .e 0m ; e 1m ; : : : ; e m 1;m / is the natural basis for C m and e r D e r 1 n 1˝e r 2 n 2˝ ˝e r k n k ; 0 r n 1;
then B D .e 0 ; : : : ; e r ; : : : ; e n 1 / is a multilevel basis for C c.n/ . For later reference we note that H r`G`s ; 0 r ; s n 1:
In this paper we consider multilevel block˛-circulants
Multilevel 1-circulants OEA s r n 1 r;sD0 have important applications in preconditioning of multilevel and multilevel block Toeplitz matrices T D OET s r n 1 r;sD0 ; see, e.g., [3] - [7] , a very incomplete list. We are not aware of any published results on multilevel˛-circulants with˛ 1.
The proofs of some of our results are similar to results obtained in [8] for unilevel block circulants. Nevertheless, we include complete proofs here since we believe that simply referring to [8] would impede the presentation here and would not be convincing in the multilevel setting.
Preliminaries
Throughout the rest of this paper all arithmetic operations and relations involving multiindices are entrywise and modulo n, i.e., r Á s .mod n/, gcd.˛; n/ D q and p D˛=q mean that r j Á s j .mod n j /; gcd.˛j ; n j / D q j ; and p j D˛j =q j ; 1 Ä j Ä k;
respectively. Also, ; 0 s n 1:
Note that
where
: : :
Now let E j D OEı r j ;s j 1
and
It is straightforward to verify that x u : : :
x rCu : : :
From (4), (6), and (8) with u D 1, .r C1/s : : :
.n 1/s
Hence E˚D˚D with D D diag 1; : : : ; s ; : : : ;
.n 1/s Á ; so E D˚D˚ :
From (5),
From (10) and (11),
Also, let
From (13), P and Q are unitary. If gcd.˛; n/ D 1 the mapping s !˛s is a permutation of M n , so U˛is unitary. However, if gcd.˛; n/ D q 1 then the first c.p/ block columns P 0 , . . . , P˛s, . . . , P˛. p 1/ of U˛are repeated c.q/ times, so U˛is not invertible.
From (14) and (15),
3 The Ablow-Brenner theorem for multilevel block circulants
Ablow and Brenner [1] showed that A 2 C n n is a standard˛-circulant A D OEa s ˛r 2 C n n if and only if 
PROOF. From (9) and (11), RAS ˛D OEG rC1;sC˛ n 1 r;sD0 . Therefore we must show that (17) is equivalent to G rC1;sC˛D G r s ; 0 r ; s n 1:
If (17) 
which is (22) with r p replaced by r p C 1.
Remark 1 From (7), (11), and (12),
(See (1)). Then, for example, 
( (ii) Also, B A D S˛B AS ˛, so
Applying this equalityˇj times where˛jˇj Á 1 .mod n j / yields
Now
D0
B ˛`A m ˛`. Since gcd.n; k/ D 1, ! ˇ`is a permutation of M n , so we can replace`by ˇ`in the last sum to obtain (24).
Theorem 3 If
with 
A dft characterization of multilevel˛-circulants
which are equivalent, since
The set˚F`ˇ`2 M n « is the discrete Fourier transform (dft) of the set˚A mˇm 2 M n « . 
where (14) implies the second equality. Now Theorem 1 implies that A is an˛-circulant A D OEA s ˛r n 1 r;sD0 , and the argument given in the first half of this proof implies that A mˇm 2 M n « is as defined by (28). The following theorem provides a representation of A that reduces to (30) if gcd.˛; n/ D 1, but is more useful if gcd.˛; n/ 1. Theorem 5 Suppose gcd.˛; n/ D q and p D n=q: Let
Q˛D Q 0;˛ Q`;˛: : : Q p 1;˛ ; (32)
Then Q˛is unitary since its columns are simply a rearrangement of the columns of Q;
and (30) can be rewritten as
PROOF. Since˛r D˛s with 0 r; s p 1 if and only if r D s, (13) implies (36). Since every s 2 M n can be written uniquely as s D`C p with 0 ` p 1 and 0 q 1, the second equality in (30) can be written as
where the second equality here is valid because p˛Á 0 .mod n/. Therefore the first equality in (37) is valid because
Now (32)-(34) imply the second equality in (37).
Solution of A´D w and the least squares problem
In this section A D OEA s ˛r n 1 r;sD0 . If´2 C nWd 2 and w 2 C nWd 1 we writé
(see (15)), 0 s n 1. 
in which case´is a solution if and only´D P n 1 sD0 Q s u s ; where
PROOF. From (38) and (39),
o is a set of distinct multiindices, (13) implies that P ˛`P˛m D ı`m, 0 `; m p 1. This and (41) imply that A´D w has no solution unless (43) holds for some v 0 , . . . , v˛`, . . . , v˛. p 1/ , in which case´D P n 1 sD0 F s u s is a solution if and only if (44) holds.
Commutativity
The following theorem generalizes the well known commutativity property of 1-circulants OEa s r n 1 r;sD0 2 C n n . PROOF. Since gcd.˛; n/ D gcd.ˇ; n/ D 1, we may change summation indices`!˛à nd`!ˇ`. Therefore, from Theorem 4 with Q D P ,
which implies the conclusion.
The Moore-Penrose inverse of an˛-circulant
In this section A D˚A mˇm 2 M n « and F D˚F`ˇ`2 M n « are related as (28). Recall that the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix G 2 C r s is the unique matrix G 2 C s r that satisfies the Penrose conditions
We need the following lemma.
PROOF. (i) The following computations are straightforward:
so G and H satisfy the Penrose conditions. For clarity we first consider the case where gcd.˛; n/ D 1. 
where the second equality follows from (32), (33), and (35) and the third equality follows from (31) PROOF. From (49) and (46) with˛D 1,
(i) Since˛ˇÁ 1 .mod n/, replacing`byˇ`in the second sum in (51) yields A D P n 1 D0 Pˇ`F ˇ`P `, and comparing this with the first sum in (51) yields (i).
which implies (ii).
(iii) From (51),
which implies (iii). and (30) reduces to
The following theorem and its proof are motivated by [2, Theorem 2].
Theorem 13 Let
If is an eigenvalue of A let E A . / be the -eigenspace of AI i:e; P`u`2 E A . / if and only if F`u`D u`; 0 ` n 1. Therefore is an eigenvalue of A if and only if it is an eigenvalue of F`for some`2 M n . Let T be the subset of M n for which this is true. Then E A . / consists of linear combinations of the vectors of the form P`u`with 2 T and . ; u`/ an eigenpair of F`. Since RP`D `P`( see (6) ), this completes the proof of (i).
( 
